Therapy for cutaneous melanoma: an update.
This article reviews the current therapy for cutaneous melanoma. Diagnosis, staging, and prognostic evaluation, which are crucial to proper management, are discussed. Surgical excision is the treatment of choice for primary melanoma. The resection margins should be tailored to tumor thickness. Guidelines for surgery are presented. The controversy about elective regional lymph node dissections is discussed. Limb perfusion, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, radiotherapy, and hormonal therapy as adjuvant treatments of primary melanomas as well as the treatment of disseminated melanomas are reviewed and new developments are highlighted. Guidelines for the management of metastatic melanoma at various sites are given. Special issues such as "pregnancy/estrogen and melanoma" and "borderline melanoma" are discussed and approaches to these problems are suggested. Recommendations are given for the follow-up and counseling of patients with melanoma.